Optimum Design for Controlling the Scouring on Bridge Piers
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Abstract

The scouring around bridge pier can be considered the most important reasons of bridge failure. Therefore, we investigated by using physical models of piers and we used single pier with square collar, circular collar and interaction of two piers in laboratory channel, its width 1 m and applied three velocities (0.1, 0.08, and 0.07) m/sec. This experimental investigation was made to choose the optimum shape and location of collar of single pier and comparing it with the interaction of two piers, the results showed that both square and circular collar decrease the scour depth, but the square collar is more effective of reducing scouring and the best location at bed level for single pier, comparing the results of single pier with the interaction of two piers, the interaction of two piers without any countermeasure reduced scour depth about 58%.
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1. Introduction

Scour can be considered a natural reaction caused by the erosive action of flowing water in the channels and river bed. This can be happened by removing sediment particles near structure that is existed in flowing water. This erosive action of water leads to reduce the river bed level as a result foundation fails by converting it from stable state to unstable state [1]. Many reasons can cause scour of sediment and cause different temporal range in level of bed sediment, in case of normal flow, scour occurs slowly by moving sediment around structure that is located in flowing water and transport it to another side, this type of scour can be prevented by observation and maintenance, but the main reasons to scour sediment with a large amount and cause damage of structure is flood [2].

The existing of bridge pier in flowing water streams produces a three dimensional reaction of flow, there is an additional pressure head upstream of the pier due to hitting of water to bridge pier which then makes its path down into the scour hole and a horseshoe vortex is formed, the accumulated flowing water on the surface pushes back as a result bow wave creation is completed and the water that existed around the pier takes its path down and produces a wake vortex, from that above it can be define the local scour as a combination that results from the horseshoe and wake vortices. We can define the scour depth is the reduction of the bed sediment level around the obstruction due to removing the sediment [3]. The necessity of scour studying because of difficulties to understand the complex flow and mechanism of scouring that caused of bridge failure in high percentage in many countries of the world and how to find effective solutions to control and predict the scour around bridge piers and prevent bridge failure [4].

The magnitude of scour depth is governed by these factors: velocity of the approach flow, flow depth, pier width, flow rate, pier length if skewed to flow, size and gradation of bed material, the attack angle of approach flow to pier,
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Deng and Cia (2010) studied the effect of using collar with rounded shape and found that the collar divided the region of flow into two parts above the collar and below the collar. The collar makes as an obstacle against down flow and decreases its strength and diminish the scour depth therefore the efficiency of collar depends on its size and location according to the bed level [6]. Wang et al. (2017) made reviewing from previous studies, their reviewing showed that the collars are environment friendly that have a good stability, efficiency and a good economical countermeasure [7].

Kumar et al. (1999) studied the effect of collar size and location of reducing the scour depth, it was used circular collar to study the case of reducing the scour depth, and it was found that the larger size in lower level gave little scour depth comparing with the smallest size with higher level [8]. Negm et al. (2009) made an experimental investigation on four types of collar (circular, trapezoidal, triangular, and rectangular) with cylindrical pier of diameter (3) cm; the width of collar was (1.5, 2, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5 and 5) of pier diameter, it was found that the percentage of scour reduction was 62, 65, 68% and 72% for triangular, trapezoidal, circular and rectangular collar shapes, respectively. Also, it was found for all collar shapes, when the width of the collar was increased the scour depth was reduced to minimum limit. The circular collar reduced the scour depth by 32, 48, 61, 69, 75, 83, 85% and 87% for collar width (1.5, 2, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5 and 5) of pier diameter, respectively [9].

Jahangirzadeh et al. (2012) investigated of using rectangular collar and its optimum dimensions, it was found when the collar width increases the scour depth decreases, and therefore the width of the collar is a very important and effective factor on scouring process [10]. Ardeshiri et al. (2014) made a comparison with three types of collars lozenge, circle and square around cylindrical pier, the diameter of pier (D=40 mm, 30 mm and 21 mm), the dimension of collar (width=2D), it was founded that the lozenge collar was more efficient than the square, the percentage of scour depth decreasing was 70% for square collar and the percentage of scour depth decreasing was 65% for the circle collar [11].

Jahangirzadeh et al. (2014) made an experimental and numerical investigation in two types of collars rectangular collar and circular collar, the results indicated that the rectangular collar gave a scour depth less from circular collar and the percentage of reduction for the rectangular collar was 79% [12]. Chen et al. (2018) investigated experimentally of using hooked collar on cylindrical pier with diameter equal to 4 cm, the diameter of the hooked collar was 1.25 the diameter of the cylindrical pier, the collar was put in two locations, first above bed level equal to 0.25 diameter of the pier, the percentage of reduced scour hole was equal to 24% comparing with the pier without collar and the other position of the collar was at bed level and the percentage of reduced scour hole was 100% or in the same meaning the scour depth was zero [13].

Khodashenas et al. (2018) made a comparison between two types of collars circle and square, the dimensions of them were twice the diameter of the pier with three locations under bed level, at bed level and above bed level, it was found that the square was more efficient than the circular collar and percentage of reduction of scour depth in square collar was 70% while the percentage of reduction in circular collar was 50% and the best location for two collar was under bed [14]. Moncada-M et al. (2009) made experimental investigation on cylindrical pier of diameter 7.3 cm and used circular collar with different sizes and different locations, the size of collar (W=2D, 3D) where W the size of the collar and D the diameter of the pier, the results showed that the wider size of collar and near the bed level gave best results to reduce the scour depth [15].

Vittal et al. (2009) made comparison between three cases, the first case group of three piers the angle between them 120 degree, the second single pier with slot and the third single pier with collar, the results showed that the group pier was more effective than the other case and it could be given scour reduction about 40% [16]. Shrestha (2015) made experimental investigation of interaction of two piers with different spacing (L/D= 0 to 12) where L spacing between two piers from center to center and D diameter of pier, the results showed that the scour depth for the second pier is less than the first pier and for single pier [17]. Raleigh (2015) used experimentally triple collar on cylindrical pier, the dimensions of collar was three times the diameter of the pier and the distance between them 1/6 diameter of pier, the results showed that the reduction percentage of scour depth about 82 % compare with the single pier [18].

Wang et al. (2016) investigated experimentally of twin piers, it was found that the scour depth for the first pier was higher than the second pier [19]. Keshavarzi et al. (2018) made experimental investigation of interaction of two piers (L/D) from zero to twelve where L spacing between two piers from center to center and D the diameter of the pier with different flow intensities, it was found that the scour depth when the spacing 1<L/D< 2.5 increases, in the same meaning when the spacing increases the scour depth at upstream of the front pier increases [20]. Vikas et al. investigated experimentally of using a collar plate at bed level of different sizes, the larger size was three times the diameter of pier and gave zero scour depth, also it was studied the using of triple collar with different spacing between them, it was found when the spacing between collar (D/6) reduces the scour by 84 % comparing with the pier without any protection [21].

Malik and Baldev (2018) investigated experimentally of effecting of arrangement and spacing of pier groups, it was taken three cases of arrangement for piers, tandem, side by side and staggered arrangement, they concluded for the tandem arrangement, that the scour depth at upstream of front pier is higher than the scour for the second pier and when
the spacing between two piers is 16 times (16D) the pier diameter then the pier show independent behavior, in the same meaning behave as single pier [22]. Wang et al. (2016) made investigation of interaction of three piers in a tandem arrangement and it was found that the scour depth at upstream of pier was the same in single pier and the important factor of interaction in a tandem arrangement the spacing between piers and compared with interaction of two piers and found that the critical velocities of rear pier were larger than the critical velocities for case of two piers [23].

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Laboratory Channel

The channel that was used to make the experiment was built from block and concrete located at Kufa University and has the following parts:

1- The flume has length 18 m, wide 1m and depth 1.1 m.
2- Lateral basin has length 19 m, wide 1.5 m and 0.6 m depth.
3- Head basin has length 2 m, wide 3.6 m and 1.1 m depth.
4- Two types of vertical sluice gate (head gate of 1 m wide and 2 m height) to control the incoming water to the flume and (tail gate of 1m wide and 1.25 m height is located at the end of the flume) to make the depth of the water at the head and at the end equal.
5- Stilling screens of 1×1 m to make the flow more serene.
6- Point gauge at the middle of the flume to measure the required water depth and scour depth.
7- Main pump is used to supply the whole system of the channel with water.
8- Two types of pipe with valve (overflow pipe 10 cm in diameter is existed in the head basin to keep the water level within it constant) and (lower flow pipe 10 cm in diameter at the lower end of lateral basin for reducing the amount of water and cleaning).

Figure 1. Laboratory channel: 1- The flume; 2- The lateral basin; 3- The head basin; 4- Vertical sluice head gate; 5- Vertical sluice tail gate; 6- Stilling screens; 7- Main pump; 8- Overflow pipe; 9- Lower flow pipe [24]

2.2. Pier Models

We used pier of diameter 8 cm and length 60 cm and put square collars for single pier of dimensions 16×16 cm and 24×24 cm with two positions at bed level 30 cm and above bed level 34 cm as shown in Figures 2 and 3:
Figure 2. Square collar of dimensions 16×16 cm with two positions; (A) At bed level 30 cm, (B) Above bed level 34 cm put in pier of diameter 8 cm and length 60 cm

Figure 3. Square collar of dimensions 24×24 cm with two positions; (A) At bed level 30 cm (B) Above bed level 34 cm put in pier of diameter 8 cm and length 60 cm

Also, we used circular collar for single pier of two diameters 16 and 24 cm and two positions at bed level 30 cm and above bed level 34 cm as shown in Figures 4 and 5:

Figure 4. Circular collar of diameter 16 cm with two positions; (A) at bed level 30 cm (B) Above bed level 34 cm put in pier of diameter 8 cm and length 60 cm
Figure 5. Circular collar of diameter 24 cm with two positions; (A) at bed level 30 cm (B) Above bed level 34 cm put in pier of diameter 8 cm and length 60 cm

Also, we used interaction of two piers $L/D = 3.5$ in a tandem arrangement where $L$ spacing between two piers from center to center and $D$ diameter of pier and pier length 60 cm without any countermeasure, then we used square collar of dimension 24x24 cm at bed level 30 cm for each pier as shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Figure 6. Interaction of two piers ($L/D=3.5$) without any countermeasure in a tandem arrangement

Figure 7. Interaction of two piers ($L/D=3.5$) with square collar of dimension 24x24 cm on bed level 30 cm in a tandem arrangement
Also, we used triple square collar for each pier (pier diameter 8 cm, its length 60 cm) in a tandem arrangement, the distance between collars equal to \( (D/4) \) and the dimensions of them 24×24 cm as shown in Figure 8.

**Figure 8. Interaction of two piers in a tandem arrangement with triple square collars of dimensions 24×24 cm**

### 2.3. Experimental Procedure

1- Firstly, we filled the lateral basin with water from the water supply.

2- The water that supplied to the lateral basin was lifted to the head basin by the main pump of the channel.

3- After lifting the water to the head basin, the water was raised to the flume by opening the head gate, before arriving the water to the flume, the water flowed through the stilling screens to make the flow more serene.

4- The laboratory model of pier was fixed by putting it in the center of the sand layer, its length was 2 m and the thickness was 0.3 m, the piers were made from MDF wood and coated with varnish to avoid MDF swelling of water, according to Chiew and Melville (1987) recommendations, pier diameter should not be more than 10% of flume width to avoid wall effect on scouring. In this study, the flume width is more than 10 times of pier width [25].

5- The model was covered with water, after arrival the water to the end of the flume, the depth of the water could be kept it to be equal by using the tail gate by lifting it to the particular height, then the water returned to the lateral basin and the process of circulation of water continued to five hours and a half hour.

6- Turning off the main pump switch and waiting for draining all the water from the sand and measuring the scour depth around the pier by gauge point.

7- The sand was re-levelled and the previous procedure was repeated for the other case.

**Figure 9. Fixed pier model**
2.4. Dimensional Analysis

The variables that effect on the local scour mechanism are listed in this relationship: $f(ys, w, D, L, Ks, B, dcollar, Lcollar, Dc, Lint, S, Y, V, Vc, ps, d_{50}, g, \rho, g, \mu, T)$ where $ys$ the scour depth, $w$ the width of the channel, $D$ diameter of the pier, $Ks$ shape factor of pier, $B$ angle of attack of approach flow, $dcollar$ diameter of the collar, $Lcollar$ length of the collar, $Dc$ collar distance from bed level, $Lint$ distance between two piers from center to center, $S$ bed slope of channel, $y$ water depth, $V$ velocity of water, $Vc$ critical velocity of flow, $\rho_s$ density of the sediment, $d_{50}$ median particle size of sand, $g$ geometric standard deviation, $\rho$ fluid density, $g$ gravitational acceleration, $\mu$ fluid viscosity, $T$ time. The variables that are selected as repeated variables are $\rho, V, W$, the dimensionless that effect on scour process:

$$ys/D = f(Lcollar/D, dcollar/D, Dc/D, Lint/D, V/Vc, Fr)$$

2.5. Test program

In this study, we used three different velocities 0.1, 0.08 and 0.07 m/sec, the flow intensity should be less than one to get the clear-water condition, also we used point gauge to measure the maximum scour depth for each case that was used in each case and also to measure the required water depth, the median particle size of used sand ($d_{50}$) equal to 0.72 mm and the depth of sand layer was 0.3 m, the test condition for each case are summarized in table 1.

### Table 1. Test condition for test series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q (Lit/sec)</th>
<th>Velocity in flume (m/sec)</th>
<th>Flow intensity</th>
<th>Water depth (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Result and Discussion

3.1. Results of Square Collar

We list the results of collar of two dimensions 16×16 cm and 24×24 cm of two positions on bed level and above bed level as shown in Tables 2 and 3.

### Table 2. Scour depth of square collar (16×16) cm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Velocity (m/sec)</th>
<th>Measured scour depth without collar $ys$ (cm)</th>
<th>Scour depth of collar ($Dc/D = 0.5$) above bed level (34 cm)</th>
<th>Scour depth of collar ($Dc/D = 0$) at bed level (30 cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Scour depth of square collar (24×24) cm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Velocity (m/sec)</th>
<th>Measured scour depth without collar $ys$ (cm)</th>
<th>Scour depth of collar ($Dc/D = 0.5$) above bed level (34 cm)</th>
<th>Scour depth of collar ($Dc/D = 0$) at bed level (30 cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We notice from results of Table 2 that the percentage of reduction of scour depth for the collar of dimensions (16×16) cm at bed level equal to 91, 94 and 100% for three discharges, comparing it with reduction percentage of collar above bed level 17, 28 and 33%, it was more effective to put the collar at bed level.

Compare this case of collar with results of Table 3 for square collar of wider size (24×24) cm, the percentage of reduction of collar at bed level equal to 97, 100, 100% for three discharges and the percentage reduction of collar above bed level 47, 42 and 41%, from these percentages we concluded that the square collar of dimension (24×24) cm was more effective than the square collar of dimension 16×16 cm, and the best location at bed level.

Khodashenas et al. (2018) [14] studied the case of location of square collar and it was found when the collar close to the bed it was more effective to reduce scours depth, also Jahangirzadeh et al. (2012) investigated the optimum dimension of collar, it was found the effectiveness of collar increased when the size of collar increased [10, 14].

3.2. Results of Circular Collar

We list the results of circular collar of two diameters 16 cm and 24 cm of two positions on bed level and above bed level as shown in Tables 4 and 5.
The percentages of reduction scour depth that it was declared in Table 4 of using collar of diameter 16 cm at bed level was 90, 93, 100% for three discharges respectively, comparing these percentages with the percentages of using collar above bed level was 14, 21 and 16% , from these comparing, the effective position of collar was at bed level.

The percentage of reduction scour depth from Table 5 of using collar, its diameter 24 cm, when the collar was at bed level 96, 97, and 100% for three discharges, comparing these percentages with reduction percentages of using the collar above bed level, the reduction percentage was 35, 32 and 37%, from this comparing, the effective position was at bed level and the wider size of circular collar was the best to reduce the scour depth.

Kumar et al. (1999) studied the effect of collar size and location of reducing the scour depth, it was used circular collar to study the case of reducing the scour depth, and it was found that the larger size in lower level gave little scour depth comparing with the smallest size with higher level [8].

From Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 and comparing the reduction percentages of square collar and circular collar, it was found that the square collar was more effective than circular collar as Khodashenas et al. (2018) made a comparison between two types of collars circle and square, the dimensions of them were twice the diameter of the pier with three locations under bed level, at bed level and above bed level, it was found that the square Was more efficient than the circular collar and percentage of reduction of scour depth in square collar was 70% while the percentage of reduction in circular collar was 50% [14]. Figure 10 to 15 show the results of scour depth of our experimental investigation:
Figure 11. Scour depth of square collar of dimension 16×16 cm and circular collar of diameter 16 cm

Figure 12. Scour depth of square collar of dimension 16×16 cm and circular collar of diameter 16 cm

Figure 13. Scour depth of square collar of dimension 24×24 cm and circular collar of diameter 24 cm
3.3. Results of Interaction of Two Piers

In this case, we made interaction of two piers for the higher discharge, \( L/D = 3.5 \) where \( L \) the distance between two piers from center to center and \( D \) diameter of the pier, we made three cases of interaction, the first case interaction of two piers without collar, the second interaction. It was used square collar of dimension \( 24 \times 24 \) cm on bed level \( 30 \) cm for each pier and the last case we used triple collar for each pier distance between them \( (D/4) \), the results as shown in Table 6.

![Scour depth of square collar of dimension 24×24 cm and circular collar of diameter 24 cm](image1)

![Scour depth of square collar of dimension 24×24 cm and circular collar of diameter 24 cm](image2)

**Table 6. Scour depth of interaction of two piers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Measured scour depth with interaction</th>
<th>Measured scour depth with one collar on bed level 30 cm</th>
<th>Measured scour depth with triple collar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pier 1</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pier 2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From these results of Table 6, it was clearly that the scour depth of pier 2 was very little and comparing with the single pier of high discharge, the reduction percentage of pier 2 without any countermeasure was 58% and with using collar for each pier, the reduction percentage of scour depth equal to 100% and the reduction percentage of using triple collar was 30% and 28% respectively; the case of collar on bed level was the best from using triple collar to reduce scour depth. We compare the case of single pier with or without countermeasure and with interaction of two piers; we concluded that the interaction of two piers without any countermeasure reduced about 58% of scour depth.
Vittal et al. (1994) made comparison between three cases, the first case group of three piers the angle between them 120 degree, the second single pier with slot and the third single pier with collar, the results showed that the group pier was more effective than the other case and it could be given scour reduction about 40% [16]. The figures that showed the scour depth for the three cases in this paper:

Figure 16. Scour depth of square collar of dimension 16×16 cm Collar on (A) bed level (B) collar above bed level

Figure 17. Scour depth of square collar of dimension 24×24 cm Collar on (A) bed level (B) collar above bed level

Figure 18. Scour depth of circular collar of diameter 16 cm collar on (A) bed level (B) collar above bed level
4. Conclusion

Many researchers had studied the bridge scour and using countermeasures, it is very important subject to prevent the structure from failing, we concluded from our experimental search that using collar could reduce the scour depth, the wider size of collar and the position near the bed level gave zero scour depth and comparing the square collar with circular collar, the square collar was the best of reducing scour. Comparing the single pier with interaction of two piers without any countermeasure gave less scour depth than the single pier about 58%, therefore we considered the interaction of two piers in our experimental investigation was the best.
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